To what extent was Pitt the Younger’s suppression of the radicals justified?
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Rationale
I teach in a girls’ comprehensive school in North London with a mixed sixth form. History is a popular A-level choice and the
majority of students achieve A*-B at the end of A2. Students are required to have a B in GCSE History to continue to AS but there
is still a wide range of abilities and many students find the politics and intellectual climate of 18th century Britain unfamiliar and
difficult to understand.
We follow the OCR AS History Unit F961 Forging of Modern Britain 1783-1846 and I designed this series of lessons to be taught
near the beginning of the course in the context of British responses to the French Revolution.
The central learning objective was for students to develop their sense of period in order to make substantiated and more nuanced
arguments about the reasons behind people’s actions. In this instance, the historical debate revolves around Pitt’s decision to
target, suppress and prosecute British radicals such as Thomas Paine and the London Corresponding Society who were enjoying a
certain popularity in the wake of the French Revolution. Pitt’s policies are collectively referred to as the ‘Reign of Terror’. These
events are well-covered in text books and BBC History offers a good overview in the essay by Dr Mark Philp: Britain and the French
Revolution
From past experience, students historical thinking was often clouded by presentism (the tendency to understand the past using
today’s notions). They interpreted Pitt’s response as heavy-handed and an over-reaction, arriving at a simplified version of G S
Veitch’s conclusion that the government was “over-anxious” and had essentially over-reacted to what was no more than “a handful
of suspected pickpockets”. I was concerned that while a substantiated argument can be made along these lines, their reasoning
owed more to present-day conceptions of authority as ‘reactionary’ and the assimilation of 18th century radicalism into a justified
demand for democracy which would arouse little opposition today. On one occasion, they laughed at the government passing
legislation to make it easier to prosecute seditious writings in response to the breaking of the King’s coach window by a stone. I
was concerned that unless I challenged this, students were unwittingly contributing to the ‘enormous condescension of posterity’
which EP Thompson famously wrote about in Preface to the Making of the English Working Class (1963). Even worse, some
complained that the topic was ‘boring’ and drew unflattering comparisons to the Modern World topics (Russian Revolution, rise of
Hitler, Cold War etc) they had enjoyed at GCSE. Given that the unit contains assassination, war and revolution, this was perhaps
useful ‘unwitting’ evidence from students as to the quality of existing teaching resources on the period!
The findings of Project CHATA researchers together with more recent articles by Elizabeth Pickles and Sam Wineburg proved
extremely helpful in unpicking this problem further. The empirical evidence of Project CHATA emphasised that students are not
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‘blank slates’ when they arrive in the History classroom. Peter Lee, a member of the CHATA research team, concluded that
children “bring with them ideas based on their own experience of how the world works and how people are likely to behave. Such
ideas can be helpful to history teachers, but they can also create problems because ideas that work well in the everyday world are
not always applicable to the study of history.” (Lee 2005, p31) Here was a possible explanation of my students tendency “to write
off people in the past as not as smart as we are” which nearly 30 years of research evidence confirms (Lee ibid, p47). My hunch
was that they needed to view the 18th century ‘from the inside’ as it were and think in the ideas and language of the time we were
studying. Some kind of historical immersion therapy was needed!
The next step was to work out how using original documents from the National Archives could address the teaching and learning
issues I had identified. A member of the education team suggested that I should approach the search for interesting and useful
documents with an open-mind, allowing the historical enquiry question to emerge from my engagement with the documents and
with an eye for the ‘golden nugget’ document I could hang the enquiry on.
Document TS 11/951 provided me with a hook: it is a letter from John Thelwall, a British radical who helped set up the London
Corresponding Society and who was arrested (and later acquitted) for treason in 1794. In the letter, dated 10th March 1794,
Thelwall compares Pitt’s government to criminals as he writes “When rogues and robbers are in authority every Man ought to have
a good lock upon his door.” Intriguingly the box of documents in which I found the letter, and which originally came from the
Treasury Solicitor, contained a second version in copper-plate. Given that the Treasury Solicitor’s department prepared materials
for sedition trials, I speculated that Thelwall’s letter might have come into the possession of the authorities and been copied up,
maybe for use in a prosecution. The first learning activity or stimulus is accordingly an exploration of the many layers of a document
and the historical mysteries it generates. The letter can be studied as an object, paying attention to the broken red seal and in
relationship to the second version. Not only does this provide some lines of enquiry for the attitude of government of the time,
handling documents as physical objects can introduce a visceral and tactile quality to the learning. The National Archives education
department suggested students are excited and more motivated to learn when given access to original documents in their
workshop sessions. Even Ludmilla Jordanova, who mounts a stinging critique of “mystifying archives and original documents”
admits they afford a “total range of sensory experiences” (Jordanova 2000, p180). Of course a sensory experience does not in
itself lead to a rational understanding of the past, but I hoped it would act as a motivator to learning. Secondly, there are questions
about the document as a text, and in particular about the portrait it creates of its author and of others. This is a theme which is
continued in subsequent learning activities when students examine document TS 24/1/1/ - Royal proclamation concerning seditious
writings dated 21st May 1792. Thirdly, it broadens students’ repertoire of historical actors beyond the familiar figures of Thomas
Hardy who founded the London Corresponding Society and Thomas Paine, author of the Rights of Man.
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After meeting Thelwall, students switch perspective and consider ‘in-character’ the choices faced by the government in response to
the radical threat. The scenario is taken directly from an activity in the SHP text book Britain 1783-1851 From Disaster to Triumph
by Charlotte Evers and Dave Welbourne. Students are given three documents to study which were all written by different radicals
and asked to decide on an appropriate response from a choice of three, which they must justify in a historically, accurate context.
History educationalists Ros Ashby and Diana Laffin have both written about the importance of developing an enquiry, conducted
primarily by students (i.e. not teacher-led), in a discursive atmosphere, rather than a heavily packaged sequence of activities which
act as a road-map to a pre-defined outcome. Ashby comments in an interview that for valuable learning to take place “It’s very
messy and you’ve got to allow it to be messy” (Lee, Ashby & Sheldon 2009). Laffin warns that too much “teacher ketchup” and
sources become “fish fingers, when they should be Dover sole…packaged and processed, presented in standardised shapes for
easy consumption.” (Laffin 2009, p40). Therefore I have steered clear of GCSE exam style questions about utility and reliability and
kept scaffolding to a minimum. Instead, students work in groups and whole-class discussion to tease out possible meanings and
uses of the documents.
The decision-making is followed up with an explanation of what the government did do by way of a close reading of the Royal
proclamation concerning seditious writings. Based on a deeper knowledge of what British radicalism comprised, students are in a
better position to decide whether Pitt’s response was justified. Finally, students read a set of documents concerning radical activity
after the Royal proclamation to assess its impact. Does knowing what happened after a decision was made alter the historian’s
assessment of the quality of the decision? Students could also reflect on broader issues such as the extent to which government
could and could not know the radicals’ intentions and impact at different points in time, the difficulties of forming a complete view of
events (for both people at the time and historians) and how historians use sources to inform enquiry questions and answer them in
a mutually dependent process of continual refinement.
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Historical enquiry question
What was JohnThelwall’s
assessment of Pitt the
Younger’s government?

How should Pitt respond to the
radical threat?

Learning activities
• Show students the outside of Thelwall’s letter
with the broken, red wax seal. If possible,
project the document on a whiteboard or use
colour photocopies to get the full effect. Give
students 2 minutes to look at the document as
an object – what do they notice?
• Feedback and discuss the implications of the
broken wax seal (who opened the letter?),
date, place and Treasury Solicitor stamp.
• Now examine the hand-written version of the
letter. Ask students to work out the first few
lines – it is good practice for them to puzzle it
out rather than rush to the transcript.
• Discuss what kind of person Thelwall might
be, what he is warning of, who he is writing to
and what is his opinion of the government.
• Provide some background on Thelwall from
Spartacus History John Thelwall : Biography
• Now introduce the ‘copper-plate’ version of the
same letter – how can students account for
this? Was it copied up by the authorities ready
for a trial?
• Using existing own knowledge, do students
agree with Thelwall’s view that Pitt was a
‘rogue’ and in the wrong?
• Read out the decision-making scenario which
is on the students’ worksheet entitled ‘How
should Pitt respond to the radical threat?’
• Ask students to study the 3 pieces of radical
writing – extract from Thomas Paine, invite to
the dinner party & report of Mr Horne Tooke’s
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Documents to use
Document – TS 11/951
Reverse of a letter from John Thelwall showing
a broken wax seal, dated March Eleven 1794
Document – TS 11/951
First page of the above letter from John
Thelwall in his own handwriting
Document – TS 11/951
First page of the above letter in ‘copper plate’

Document – TS 11/951
An invite to a dinner of the Society for
Constitutional Information
to be held on the 13th April 1792
Document - TS 11/951

•
•

speech.
In groups, ask them to decide what to do and
write a short speech justifying their choice.
Follow up with a whole class discussion –
which group is most persuasive?

An account of a profession of political faith
made by Mr Horne Tooke
at a dinner of the Constitutional Society
(undated)
Document – TS 24/3/10
Extract from the second part of ‘The Rights of
Man’ by Thomas Paine, 1792

How did Pitt respond?

•
•
•

•

What was the impact of the
government response on
radical activity?

•
•
•

Explain to students that they are now going to
learn what Pitt did by reading the Royal
proclamation document.
Ask them to fill in the worksheet entitled ‘How
did Pitt respond?
Discuss their answers to the questions,
focusing on the language used in the
document about the radicals and the
government’s choice of words to describe
itself.
Do students agree with the perspective
contained in the document that the radicals
were ‘wicked’? Do the sources studied earlier
support or challenge that view?

Document - TS 24/1/1
Royal proclamation concerning seditious
writings 21st May 1792

Recap what the aims of the government were
as expressed in the Royal proclamation.
Give students the remaining documents about
radical activity.
Ask them to use the documents to write a
report as if they were Pitt’s Home Secretary on
the successes and failures of his policy of
suppression based on the evidence in the

Document – TS 11/951
Subscriptions to assist the French in the Cause
of Freedom
30th November 1792
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Document – TS 24/3/51
Extract from address from the London
Corresponding Society to various

patriotic societies, 20th January 1794

documentary sources.

Document – TS 24/1/4
Extract from payments made by solicitors
Chamberlayne & White
Document – TS 11/951
Two letters of resignation from the
Constitutional Society
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Document – TS 11/951
Reverse of a letter from John Thelwall showing a broken wax seal, dated March Eleven 1794
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Document – TS 11/951
First page of the above letter from John Thelwall in his
own handwriting
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Transcript
10th March 1794
Seal your Letter first with a wafer, and then some good wax over it you might as well stick your letter together with your spittle as
use the wax you generally have. It all rubs off in powder as soon as it is cold. Get good wax! get good wax! When rogues and
robbers are in authority, every man ought to keep a good lock upon his door.
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Document – TS 11/951
First page of the above letter in ‘copper plate’
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Document – TS 11/951
An invite to a dinner of the Society for Constitutional Information to be held on the 13th April 1792
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Document - TS 11/951
An account of a profession of political faith made by Mr Horne Tooke
at a dinner of the Constitutional Society (undated)
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Transcript
A correspondent has favoured us with the following profession of political faith which, he advises us, was made by Mr Horn Tooke
at the anniversary dinner of the Constitutional Society, at the Crown and Anchor, on Monday last.
“I am thoroughly persuaded that an Individual MAY live more happy with a wife than without one: and that a nation MAY be more
happy with a king than without one. But I am afraid that individuals in general and nations are much more LIKELY to be happy
without them than with them. If it were my lot to chuse either, I know I ought to be very cautious in my choice of the persons before I
took them; and properly attentive to keep each of them within the bounds of their duty after I had them. But, having them, I should
be very sorry to quarrel and be divorced from them: However EXTREMELY bad qualities, and EXTREME bad conduct would
overcome my reluctance to a separation: and I have no religious or political superstition which would prevent me in such a case
from having recourse to the proper means of obtaining a divorce. And the proper recourse is to CANON, Ecclesiastical or military.
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Document – TS 24/3/10
Extract from the second part of ‘The Rights of Man’ by Thomas Paine,
1792
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Document - TS 24/1/1Royal proclamation
concerning seditious writings 21st May 1792
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Document – TS 11/951
Subscriptions to assist the French in the Cause
of Freedom
30th November 1792
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Document – TS 24/3/51
Extract from address from the London
Corresponding Society to various
patriotic societies, 20th January 1794

Document – TS 24/3/51 Extract from
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Document – TS 24/1/4
Extract from payments made by solicitors
Chamberlayne & White
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Document – TS 11/951
Two letters of resignation from the Constitutional
Society
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Transcript
Dear Sir
If the French subscription is to be advertised anymore, it is my request that My Name as well as those of M[?] Timothy Samuel
Smith may be omitted.
Circumstances have made this absolutely [?] for me as well as for them and therefore I hope my request will be attended to.
I am Sir Yr most [?]
Sir
I will thank you, to erase my name, from the Books of the Constitutional Society, and though it is not at present, convenient to me,
to continue a Member of that Society, yet I shall always wish them Success, in all their Exertions, in favour of political Liberty.
I have the honour to be Sir [?]
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